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MISTI seed fund project title:
MISTI seed fund awarded:
Year awarded:
MIT PI’s name:
MIT PI’s email:

I. Activities Overview
Describe what you have accomplished thanks to the grant. In a paragraph or two, please describe the activities that made up your MISTI Global Seed Fund project. How did this award allow your project to move forward?

II. Outcomes
Please describe or cite briefly any of the following that might have stemmed from your collaboration:
• Academic publications stemming from this collaboration:
• Citations or news coverage of your activities from non-academic press.
• Workshops/colloquia/other events:
• Other notable or newsworthy outcomes:
Please attach any materials – publications, websites, articles, etc.

III. MIT Student Participation
Please list any MIT students who were involved in the project.

Please briefly note in a sentence or two the impact this project had on their education, career, or thesis development.

IV. Project Sustainability
What other funding, if any, have you applied for as a continuation of the collaboration started with these seed funds? Please be as specific as possible.

Among the funding sources you’ve applied for, which have you actually secured? How much were you granted?

V. Value of International Collaboration
Can you explain how this collaboration benefited from having two distinct teams from two different countries? How did this impact add value to your collaboration? Did you find the international collaboration useful?
VI. Next Steps

Please describe in a few sentences what your next planned steps are regarding this collaboration/project.

VII. Suggestions

Please let us know how we can better serve MIT faculty and students through MISTI Global Seed Funds.